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ABSTRACT

The present disclosure discloses a method and a system for implementing a call by a media gateway, comprising: setting a master control network element in a media gateway cluster, and establishing a mapping relationship between a user number and the media gateway in the master control network element (100); when the media gateway determines that an uplink protocol interface corresponding to a calling party is interrupted, the media gateway transmits a dialing tone to the calling party and acquires the called party number, and requests the master control network element to determine a media gateway to which the called party belongs; the master control network element determines the media gateway to which the called party belongs according to the mapping relationship stored therein, and informs the media gateway initiating the request; the call between the media gateway as a calling gateway that initiates the request and the determined media gateway to which the called party belongs is completed (103). In the method of the present disclosure, under the help of the master control network element, normal conversation services of the users of the media gateway can be guaranteed even if the protocol service interface between the media gateway and the core network equipment is interrupted through the interactions among the media gateways in the media gateway cluster.
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Fig. 1

100

setting a master control network element in a media gateway cluster, and establishing a mapping relationship between a user number and the media gateway in the master control network element.

101

When the media gateway determines that an uplink protocol interface corresponding to a calling party is interrupted, requesting the master control network element to determine a media gateway to which the called party belongs.

102

the master control network element determines the media gateway to which the called party belongs according to the mapping relationship stored therein, and informs the media gateway initiating the request.

103

the user call between the media gateway as a calling gateway that initiates the request and the determined media gateway to which the called party belongs is completed.
Fig. 3

300 When acquiring the called gateway, the calling gateway opens a media circuit resource and informs the called gateway to ring

301 The called gateway rings to the called party, opens a media circuit resource for the called party, and sets corresponding media parameters, and transmits a response message to the calling gateway

302 The calling gateway transmits a backward tone to the calling party and sets corresponding media parameters

303 After the called gateway detects that the called party is off hook, the media circuit resource property is set to be transceiving, and an RTP media stream is converted to a TDM stream to continue on a called party circuit; meanwhile, a called off-hook message is transmitted to the calling gateway

304 After receiving the called party off-hook message, the calling gateway sets the media circuit resource to be transceiving, converts the RTP media stream to be the TDM to continue on the calling party circuit, and the calling party and the called party enter a conversation state

305 If one of the two parties in the conversation is on hook, the call and the corresponding media circuit resource are released, and meanwhile, a release message is transmitted to inform the gateway of the other party

306 After receiving the release message, the gateway of the other party transmits a busy tone to the user at the local end and releases the media resource. The call is not released until the user is on hook

307 The conversation is terminated, the charging information is recorded, and the charging information can be buffered in a network element or reported to a network manager or a charging server
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR IMPLEMENTING A CALL BY A MEDIA GATEWAY

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to a calling technology, in particular to a method and a system for implementing a call by a media gateway.

BACKGROUND

Whether in a next generation network (NGN) or an Internet protocol (IP) multimedia subsystem (IMS) network, a media gateway is configured to complete a calling process under the control of soft switch (SS) or a call session control function (CSCF).

With the continuous development and evolution of the NGN, and for the sake of operators’ development, user access equipments tend to become smaller, and some small media gateways may be deployed under the NGN or IMS core network equipments. Each media gateway accesses a core network through protocol interfaces such as an H.248 protocol or Session Initial Protocol (SIP) and the like; however, the media gateway and the core network equipment may be out of control due to various reasons, such as protocol interface interruptions.

Presently, although some devices can exchange internally in the case of losing contact with the core network control equipment, the range is only limited within the equipment; however, most calls to other gateways cannot be guaranteed. Although some devices are equipped with escape interfaces, both additional hardware interfaces and additional external network interfaces are needed to be configured, which increases the cost, and increases the complexity of networking and network management.

Particularly, for those important large enterprise network users, conversations within an enterprise should be guaranteed. A large number of users within an enterprise network may belong to a number of different media gateways; if the protocol service interface between a certain media gateway and the core network equipment interrupts, then the media gateway is basically isolated from the enterprise network, therefore, the users of this media gateway cannot communicate with other users of the enterprise network.

SUMMARY

In view of the above, the main purpose of the present disclosure is to provide a method and a system for implementing a call by a media gateway, which can guarantee a normal conversation service of a user a media gateway under the condition that a protocol service interface between the media gateway and a core network equipment is interrupted.

To fulfill the above-mentioned purpose, the technical solution of the present disclosure is realized in the following way: there is provided a method for implementing a call by a media gateway, the method comprises setting a master control network element in a media gateway cluster, and establishing a mapping relationship between a user number and the media gateway in the master control network element, the method further comprises:

- when the media gateway determines that an uplink protocol interface corresponding to a calling party is interrupted, a media gateway acquires a number of a called party and requests the master control network element to determine a media gateway to which the called party belongs according to a number matching result;
- the master control network element determines the media gateway to which the called party belongs according to the mapping relationship stored therein, and informs the media gateway initiating the request;
- the call between the media gateway as a calling gateway that initiates the request and the determined media gateway to which the called party belongs is completed.

The step of establishing the mapping relationship between the user number and the media gateway may include:

- after each media gateway in the media gateway cluster is initiated, reporting user number information within a local media gateway to the master control network element, the master control network element stores the received user number information of all the media gateways in the media gateway cluster locally, and the master control network element establishes the mapping relationship between each user number and the media gateway to which it belongs; or
- the mapping relationship is pre-configured on the master control network element manually.

The master control network element may be any media gateway in the media gateway cluster, or a server, or a computer, or a network communication equipment.

The step that the media gateway requests the master control network element to determine the media gateway to which the called party belongs may include:

- when the calling party is off hook, the media gateway determines whether the uplink protocol interface corresponding to the calling party is interrupted, if interrupted, then the media gateway transmits a dialing tone to the calling party, acquires the called party number, and the media gateway performs a matching analysis on the user number, and after performing a number matching according to a user number matching role, the media gateway determines whether to inquire an address of the media gateway to which the user number belongs from the master control network element according to a number matching result;
- if not interrupted, then the media gateway completes a calling process of the user according to an existing process and the whole procedure is ended.

The step that the master control network element determines the media gateway to which the called party belongs and informs the media gateway initiating the request may include:

- after receiving the inquiry request from the media gateway, the master control network element acquires an address of the media gateway corresponding to the called party number according to the established mapping relationship, if the inquiry is successful, then the master control network element transmits an inquiry success response message including the address of the media gateway to which the called party number belongs to the media gateway initiating the request; otherwise, the master control network element transmits an inquiry failure response message to the media gateway initiating the request.

When the media gateway determines that the uplink protocol interface corresponding to the calling party communicates normally, the method may further include: each of the media gateways in the media gateway cluster interacts with a core network equipment independently in an existing manner.

A system for implementing a call by a media gateway, comprising a master control network element and media gateways in a media gateway cluster, wherein:

- the master control network element in which a mapping relationship between a user number and a media gateway is
established therein is configured to receive a request from the media gateway for determining a media gateway to which a called party belongs; determine the media gateway to which the called party belongs according to the mapping relationship stored therein and inform the media gateway initiating the inquiry request;

the media gateway is configured to, when it is determined that an uplink protocol interface corresponding to a calling party is interrupted, initiate a self-exchange process, acquire a called party number and perform a number matching, and decide whether to transmit the request to the master control network element for determining the media gateway to which the called party belongs according to a matching result; and receive from the master control network element information about the determined media gateway to which the called party belongs, and serve as a calling gateway to complete the user call with the determined media gateway to which the called party belongs.

The system may further include a core network equipment, wherein, when the media gateway determines that the uplink protocol interface communicates normally, each of the media gateways interacts with the core network equipment independently in an existing manner.

As we can see from the technical solution provided by the disclosure, the technical solution includes: a master control network element is set in a media gateway cluster, and a mapping relationship between a user number and the media gateway in the master control network element is established; when the media gateway determines that an uplink protocol interface corresponding to a calling party is interrupted, the media gateway initiates a self-exchange process, acquires a number of the called party and performs a number matching, and transmits a request to the master control network element for determining the media gateway to which the called party belongs; the master control network element determines the media gateway to which the called party belongs according to the mapping relationship stored therein and informs the media gateway initiating the inquiry request; the media gateway that initiates the inquiry request completes the user call with the determined media gateway to which the called party belongs as a calling gateway. In the method of the present disclosure, under the control of the master control network element, normal conversation services of the users of the media gateway can be guaranteed even if the protocol service interface between the media gateway and the core network equipment is interrupted through the interactions among the media gateways in the media gateway cluster.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for implementing a call by a media gateway according the present disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a diagram of a composition of a system for implementing a call by a media gateway according the present disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a flowchart for implementing a user call between a calling gateway and a gateway to which a called party belongs according to the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for implementing a call by a media gateway according the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 1, the method comprises:

Step 100: a master control network element is set in the media gateway cluster, and a mapping relationship between a user number and a media gateway is established in the master control network element.

In the step, the master control network element can be a certain media gateway in the media gateway cluster, a certain server, or any other computer or network communication equipment that can communicate.

In this step, establishing the mapping relationship between the user number and the media gateway comprises: after each media gateway in the media gateway cluster is initiated, the user number information in the media gateway is reported to the master control network element; the master control network element locally stores the received user number information of all the media gateways in the media gateway cluster and establishes a mapping relationship between each user number and the media gateway to which the user number belongs; or the mapping relationship can be preconfigured on the master control network element manually.

Step 101: when a media gateway determines that an uplink protocol interface corresponding to a calling party is interrupted, the media gateway initiates a self-exchange process, receives a number of a called party, and requests the master control network element to determine a media gateway to which a called party belongs according to a number matching result.

In this step, when a user is off hook, the media gateway determines whether the uplink protocol interface corresponding to the user is interrupted, if it is interrupted, then the media gateway transmits a dialing tone to the user, and acquires the called party number, and inquires the address of the media gateway to which the called party number belongs from the master control network element after performing number matching according to the user number matching rule; at this time, if the called party is a user of the local media gateway, then the call is directly continued within the local media gateway to finish the conversation between the calling party and the called party without inquiring the gateway address to which the user number belongs from the master control network element.

If the uplink protocol interface corresponding to the user is not interrupted, then the media gateway completes the calling process of the user according to an existing process.

Step 102: the master control network element determines the media gateway to which the called party belongs according to the mapping relationship stored therein and informs the media gateway initiating the inquiry request.

In this step, after receiving an inquiry request from the media gateway, the master control network element acquires the address of the media gateway corresponding to the current called party number according to the established mapping relationship. If the inquiry is successful, then the master control network element sends an inquiry success response message having the address of the media gateway to which the called party number belongs to the media gateway initiating the inquiry request; otherwise, the master control network element returns an inquiry failure response message to the media gateway initiating the request.

Step 103: the call between the media gateway as the calling gateway that initiates the request and the determined media gateway to which the called party belongs is completed.

In this step, when receiving the inquiry success response message, the calling gateway and the called gateway corresponding to the acquired address of the media gateway exchange messages with each other to complete the calling process across the media gateways; when receiving the inquiry failure response message, then a busy tone is transmitted to the calling party until the calling party hangs up; and then the call is finished.

The method of the present disclosure further comprises: in regular conditions, when a media gateway determines that an
uplink protocol interface corresponding to a calling party communicates normally, each media gateway independently interacts with the core network equipment according to an existing manner.

In the method of the present disclosure, under the control of the master control network element, normal conversation services of the users of the media gateway can be guaranteed even if the protocol service interface between the media gateway and the core network equipment is interrupted through the interactions among the media gateways in the media gateway cluster.

For the method of the present disclosure, there is also provided with a system. FIG. 2 is a diagram of a composition of a system for implementing a call by a media gateway according the present disclosure. As shown in the FIG. 2, the system mainly includes a master control network element and media gateways in the media gateway cluster, wherein, the master control network element, in which the mapping relationship between the user number and the media gateway is established therein, is configured to receive the request from the media gateway for determining the media gateway to which the called party belongs, and determine the media gateway to which the called party belongs according to the mapping relationship stored therein and inform the media gateway initiating the inquiry request; the media gateway is configured to, when it is determined that the uplink protocol interface corresponding to the calling party is interrupted, initiate a self-exchange process, transmit a dialing tone to the calling party, acquire the called party number and transmits the request to the master control network element for determining the media gateway to which the called party belongs according to the matching result; receive information from the media gateway to which the called party belongs determined by the master control network element, and serves as the calling gateway to complete a user call with the called media gateway determined by the master control network element.

The system according to the present disclosure further includes a core network equipment, in normal cases (i.e. the media gateway determines that the uplink protocol interface communicates normally), each media gateway independently interacts with the core network equipment according to an existing manner.

FIG. 3 is a flowchart for implementing a user call between a calling gateway and a gateway to which a called party belongs according to the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 3, Step 103 in FIG. 1 specifically comprises the following steps:

Step 300: after acquiring the called gateway, the calling gateway opens a media circuit resource and informs the called gateway to ring.

after acquiring the called gateway, the calling gateway acquires a media circuit resource and transmits a ringing message to the called gateway, and a calling party circuit identifier, called number information, and an IP address or a port number or the like of a calling media stream are carried in the ringing message.

Step 301: the called gateway rings to the called party, opens a media circuit resource for the called party, sets corresponding media parameters, and transmits a response message to the calling gateway.

when receiving the ringing message, the called gateway finds out the circuit number corresponding to the called party according to the called number, acquires a media circuit resource for the called party, and transmits a response message to the calling gateway, a called circuit identifier, an IP address and a port number of a called media stream are carried in the response message. Meanwhile, the called gateway rings to the called party.

Step 302: the calling gateway transmits a backward tone to the calling party and sets corresponding media parameters, after receiving a called ringing success response message, the calling gateway transmits the backward tone to the calling party, and records information, such as the called party identifier, the IP address and the port number of the media stream of the opposite end in the success response message or the like.

Step 303: after the called gateway detects that the called party is off hook, the media circuit resource property is set to be transcoding, and an RTP media stream is converted to a TDM voice stream to continue on the called party circuit; meanwhile, the called gateway transmits a called party off-hook message to the calling gateway.

when the called party is off hook, after detecting the off-hook, the calling gateway sets the media circuit resource property to be transcoding, sets the address and the port number of the RTP stream at the opposite end as the IP address and the port number of the calling media stream, and converts the RTP media stream to be the TDM voice stream to continue on the called party circuit; meanwhile, the calling gateway transmits the called party off-hook message to the calling gateway.

Step 304: after receiving the called party off-hook message, the calling gateway sets the media circuit resource to be transcoding, converts the RTP media stream to be the TDM to continue on the calling party circuit, and the calling party and the called party enter into a conversation state.

after receiving the called party off-hook message, the calling gateway sets the media circuit resource corresponding to the calling party to be transcoding, sets the address and the port number of the RTP stream at the opposite end as the IP address and the port number of the called media stream, converts the RTP media stream to be the TDM voice stream to continue on the calling party circuit, and the calling party and the called party enter a conversation state.

Step 305: when one of the two parties in the conversation is on hook, then the call and the corresponding media circuit resource are released at first, and meanwhile a release message is sent so as to inform the gateway of the other party.

Step 306: after receiving the release message, the gateway of the other party transmits a busy tone to the user at the local end and releases the media resources; and the call is not released until the user is on hook.

Step 307: the conversation is terminated, the charging information is recorded, and the charging information can be buffered in a network element or reported to a network manager or a charging server. That is to say, at the end of the conversation, a call ticket is generated by the calling gateway, including the calling number, the called number, the conversation time and the end time. The call ticket can be temporarily stored in the gateway or transmitted to the network manager or the charging server.

The above embodiments are only preferred embodiments of the present disclosure and not intended to limit the scope of protection of the disclosure. Any modifications, equivalent replacements, improvements or the like within the principle of the present disclosure shall fall within the protection scope of the present disclosure.
The invention claimed is:

1. A method for implementing a call by a media gateway, comprising setting a master control network element in a media gateway cluster, and establishing a mapping relationship between a user number and the media gateway in the master control network element, the method further comprising:
   acquiring, by the media gateway, a number of a called party and requesting the master control network element to determine a called media gateway to which the called party belongs according to a number matching result, when the media gateway determines that an uplink protocol interface corresponding to a calling party is interrupted;
   determining, by the master control network element, the called media gateway to which the called party belongs according to the established mapping relationship, and informing the media gateway initiating a request; and
   completing a call between the media gateway as a calling gateway that initiates the request and the determined called media gateway to which the called party belongs; wherein the step of establishing the mapping relationship between the user number and the media gateway comprises:
   after each media gateway in the media gateway cluster is initiated, reporting user number information within a local media gateway to the master control network element;
   storing, by the master control network element, the received user number information of all media gateways in the media gateway cluster locally; and
   establishing, by the master control network element, the mapping relationship between each user number and the media gateway to which it belongs; or
   pre-configuring the mapping relationship on the master control network element manually.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the master control network element is any media gateway in the media gateway cluster, or a server, or a computer, or a network communication equipment.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step that the media gateway requests the master control network element to determine the called media gateway to which the called party belongs comprises:
   when the calling party is off hook, determining, by the media gateway, whether the uplink protocol interface corresponding to the calling party is interrupted;
   if interrupted, transmitting, by the media gateway, a dialing tone to the calling party, acquiring the called party number, performing a matching analysis on the user number, and after performing a number matching according to a user number matching rule, determining whether to inquire an address of the called media gateway to which the user number belongs from the master control network element according to a number matching result;
   if not interrupted, completing, by the media gateway, a calling process of the user according to an existing process, and ending the procedure of implementing a call by the media gateway.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein if the called party is determined to be a user of the calling media gateway according to the number matching result, performing call connection directly within the calling media gateway to complete a conversation between the calling party and the called party, and ending whole procedure.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the step that the master control network element determines the called media gateway to which the called party belongs and informs the media gateway initiating the request comprises:
   after receiving an inquiry request from the media gateway, acquiring, by the master control network element, an address of the called media gateway corresponding to the called party number according to the established mapping relationship;
   if the inquiry is successful, transmitting, by the master control network element, an inquiry success response message including the address of the called media gateway to which the called party number belongs to the media gateway initiating the request;
   otherwise, transmitting, by the master control network element, an inquiry failure response message to the media gateway initiating the request.

6. The method according to claim 3, wherein the step that the master control network element determines the called media gateway to which the called party belongs and informs the media gateway initiating the request comprises:
   after receiving an inquiry request from the media gateway, acquiring, by the master control network element, an address of the called media gateway corresponding to the called party number according to the established mapping relationship;
   if the inquiry is successful, transmitting, by the master control network element, an inquiry success response message including the address of the called media gateway to which the called party number belongs to the media gateway initiating the request;
   otherwise, transmitting, by the master control network element, an inquiry failure response message to the media gateway initiating the request.

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step that the master control network element determines the called media gateway to which the called party belongs and informs the media gateway initiating the request comprises:
   after receiving an inquiry request from the media gateway, acquiring, by the master control network element, an address of the called media gateway corresponding to the called party number according to the established mapping relationship;
   if the inquiry is successful, transmitting, by the master control network element, an inquiry success response message including the address of the called media gateway to which the called party number belongs to the media gateway initiating the request;
   otherwise, transmitting, by the master control network element, an inquiry failure response message to the media gateway initiating the request.

8. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   when the media gateway determines that the uplink protocol interface corresponding to the calling party communicates normally, interacting, by each of the media gateways in the media gateway cluster, with a core network equipment independently.

9. A system for implementing a call by a media gateway, comprising a master control network element and media gateways in a media gateway cluster, wherein
   the master control network element in which a mapping relationship between a user number and a media gateway is established therein is configured to receive a request from the media gateway for determining a called media gateway to which a called party belongs; determine the called media gateway to which the called party belongs according to the established mapping relationship and inform the media gateway initiating an inquiry request;
the media gateway is configured to, when it is determined that an uplink protocol interface corresponding to a calling party is interrupted, initiate a self-exchange process, acquire a called party number and perform a number matching, and decide whether to transmit the request to the master control network element for determining the called media gateway to which the called party belongs according to a matching result; and receive from the master control network element information about the determined called media gateway to which the called party belongs, and serve as a calling gateway to complete a user call with the determined called media gateway to which the called party belongs; wherein establishing the mapping relationship between the user number and the media gateway comprises:

each media gateway in the media gateway cluster is configured to report user number information within a local media gateway to the master control network element after being initiated;

the master control network element is configured to store the received user number information of all media gateways in the media gateway cluster locally and establish the mapping relationship between each user number and the media gateway to which it belongs; or, the mapping relationship is pre-configured on the master control network element manually.

10. The system according to claim 9, further comprising a core network equipment, wherein, when the media gateway determines that the uplink protocol interface communicates normally, each of the media gateways interacts with the core network equipment independently.